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1. Introduction and Motivation

In several �elds of application, multi-gigapixel images
must be analysed to gather information and take de-
cision. This analysis is often performed manually,
which is a tedious task given the volume of data to
process. For instance, in cytology, a branch of medi-
cal sciences which studies cells, cytopathologists anal-
yse cell samples from microscope slides in order to
diagnose diseases such as cancers. Typically, malig-
nancy is assessed by the presence or absence of cells
with given characteristics. In geology, climate varia-
tions can be analysed by studying the concentration of
micro-organisms in core samples. The concentration is
usually evaluated by smearing the samples onto micro-
scope glass slides and counting those micro-organisms.
In those situations, computer science and, especially,
machine learning and image processing provide a great
alternative to a pure-human approach as they can
be used to extract relevant information automatically.
Speci�cally, those kind of problems can be expressed
as object detection and classi�cation problems.

2. Methods

This work proposes SLDC (Segment-Locate-Dispatch-
Classify), a generic framework for solving problems of
object detection and classi�cation in multi-gigapixel
images. Particularly, given as input a two-dimensional
(large) image, it is expected to output the information
about the objects of interest contained in this image.
Those information include the shape of each object,
its location as well as a classi�cation label and the
probability estimates.

Our implementation provides algorithm developers
with a structure to de�ne problem-dependent compo-
nents of the work�ow (i.e. segmentation and classi-

�cation) in a concise way, as illustrated by Figure 1.
Every other concerns such as parallelization and large
image handling are encapsulated by the framework.
For instance, in order to avoid loading the full image
into memory, it splits this image in tiles which are
processed independently. Parallelism is also encapsu-
lated by the framework which applies it to accelerate
tiles processing. In addition, it provides a way to exe-
cute several processing work�ows one after another on
the same image as well as a powerful and customiz-
able logging system. Moreover, we have integrated it
with the open-source, web-based, Cytomine software
for collaborative analysis and algorithm proofreading
(Maree et al., 2016b).

3. Results

The performances of the framework have been assessed
on a real-world problem: thyroid nodule malignancy
(illustrated in Figure 2), in collaboration with the De-
partment of Pathology, ULB-Erasme hospital (Prof.
I.Salmon).

Especially, a speci�c instance of the work�ow was built
to detect malignant proliferative clusters of cells and
individual cells with nuclear inclusions in whole-slide
images of thyroid cell samples. In this case, the seg-
mentation step involves color deconvolution (Ruifrok
& Johnston, 2001) and mathematical morphology op-
erations.

A binary classi�cation (i.e. malignant or healthy) is
then performed on the detected cells and patterns crop
images. Especially, this operation relies on random
subwindows and extremely randomized trees (Maree
et al., 2016a). This generic image classi�cation algo-
rithm consists in extracting randomly-sized subwin-
dows from the image. Then, the classi�er predicts the
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Figure 1. Illustration of the SLDC work�ow. The Segmen-
tation step (S) produces a binary mask. The Location (L)
procedure extracts polygons representing the geometrical
contours of the objects of interest from a binary mask. The
Dispatch (D) step is applied to each polygon to produces
an integer which identi�es the most appropriate classi�er
for processing this polygon. The Classify step (T ) pro-
duces a classi�cation label (and probability estimates) for
each polygon.

actual class by a majority vote of the predictions pro-
duced by the extremely randomized trees classi�er on
each window's raw pixel values.

Results are promising: the e�ective processing time for
an image containing 8 gigapixels is less than 10 min-
utes (executed on 32 processes). As far as the thyroid
application is concerned, our speci�c work�ow has not
reached our expectation yet as it sometimes fails at de-
tecting objects of interest and produces an important
number of false positives. However, the whole frame-
work is production-ready and can be found on GitHub
(https://github.com/waliens/sldc) as a Python li-
brary.

Figure 2. Illustration of the thyroid nodule malignancy de-
tection problem. Left: original whole-slide image (163840×
95744 pixels). Right: a proliferative clusters of cells to be
detected.

4. Conclusions

We developed SLDC, a generic work�ow to foster the
application of machine learning and image analysis
techniques on large-scale imaging data. Future work
will evaluate the work�ow more extensively and im-
prove its recognition performances for computer-aided
cytology.
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